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Abstract

Two discrete areas in frontal cortex are involved in generating saccadic eye movements —the frontal eye
field (FEF) and the supplementary eye field (SEF). Whereas FEF represents saccades in a topographic
retinotopic map, recent evidence indicates that saccades may be represented craniotopically in SEF. To
further investigate the relationship between these areas, the topographic organization of afferents to FEF
from SEF in Macaca mulatto was examined by placing injections of distinct retrograde tracers into different
parts of FEF that represented saccades of different amplitudes. Central FEF (lateral area 8A), which
represents saccades of intermediate amplitudes, received afferents from a larger portion of SEF than did
lateral FEF (area 45), which represents shorter saccades, or medial FEF (medial area 8A), which represents
the longest saccades in addition to pinna movements. Moreover, in every case the zone in SEF that
innervated lateral FEF (area 45) also projected to medial FEF (area 8A). In one case, a zone in rostral SEF
projected to both lateral area 8A from which eye movements were evoked by microstimulation as well as
medial area 8A from which pinna movements were elicited by microstimulation. This pattern of afferent
convergence and divergence from SEF onto the retinotopic saccade map in FEF is indicative of some sort
of map transformation between SEF and FEF. Such a transformation would be necessary to interconnect a
topographic craniotopic saccade representation in SEF with a topographic retinotopic saccade representation
in FEF.

Keywords: Saccade, Frontal eye field, Supplementary eye field, Supplementary motor area, Saccade
generation, Oculomotor system, Frontal cortex

Introduction

In frontal cortex two areas are responsible for generating visu-
ally guided eye movements —the prearcuate frontal eye field
(FEF) (reviewed by Goldberg & Segraves, 1989; Bruce, 1990;
Schall, 1991a) and the dorsomedial supplementary eye field
(SEF) (Schlag & Schlag-Rey, 1987; Mann et al., 1988; Schall,
1991 b). Although there are a number of functional similarities
between these two regions, one pronounced difference has been
identified in the nature of the saccades represented at each point
within FEF and SEF. Intracortical microstimulation and sin-
gle-unit recordings indicate that each point in FEF represents
saccades of a particular direction and amplitude that does not
vary with orbital position (Bruce & Goldberg, 1985; Bruce et al.,
1985; Segraves & Goldberg, 1987; Schall, 1991c). Moreover,
saccade amplitude is mapped in a fairly regular fashion in FEF;
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shorter saccades are represented ventrolaterally in the inferior
limb of the arcuate sulcus, while progressively longer saccades
are represented dorsomedially along the superior limb of the
arcuate sulcus (Robinson & Fuchs, 1969; Bruce et al., 1985).
In contrast, microstimulation and single-unit recordings have
revealed a somewhat different representation of saccades within
SEF; many sites appear to represent final orbital position rather
than saccade vector (Schlag & Schlag-Rey, 1985, 1986, 1987;
Schall, 1991 b,c; Mitz & Godschalk, 1989; Tehovnik & Lee,
1990; Mann et al., 1988; Lee & Tehovnik, 1991; but see Russo
& Bruce, 1990, 1991).

Previous anatomical studies have demonstrated that FEF and
SEF are interconnected (e.g. Arikuni et al., 1988; Huerta &
Kaas, 1990; Huerta et al., 1987; Luppino et al., 1990). There
is also preliminary evidence for some degree of topography in
the connections between FEF and SEF (Stanton, 1986). This
paper describes the first direct investigation of the topographic
organization of the mapping between FEF and SEF using mul-
tiple tracer injections in the same animal. Given the orderly map-
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ping of saccade amplitude in FEF and the apparently different
coordinate systems represented in FEF and SEF, it is impor-
tant to understand how the two areas are interconnected. To-
ward that end, multiple retrograde tracers were injected into
different parts of the saccade representation in FEF, and the
spatial distribution of retrogradely labeled neurons in SEF was
examined.

Materials and methods

Three rhesus monkeys (4-8 kg) provided the data for this study.
The animals were cared for according to the National Institutes
of Health Guide for the Care and Use of Laboratory Animals
and the guidelines of the Vanderbilt University Animal Care
Committee. Placement of tracer injections in the prearcuate gy-
rus was guided by the results of intracortical microstimulation
and surface landmarks under aseptic conditions in ketamine
anesthetized monkeys. Animals were premedicated with atro-
pine (0.05 mg/kg) and dexamethasone (1 mg/kg). Anesthesia
was induced with ketamine (30 mg/kg) and maintained with pe-
riodic injections (15 mg/kg). Throughout the procedure animals
were maintained on a heating pad; their temperature, respira-
tion, and heart rate were monitored and maintained within op-
timal limits. A large craniotomy was made, and the underlying
dura mater was retracted to expose the prearcuate gyrus. To pre-
vent desiccation, a well of acrylic cement was built around the
craniotomy and filled with silicone fluid. A stainless-steel bar
was cemented to the skull to restrain the head without the ste-
reotaxic instrument. A photograph of the exposed cortex was
taken, and a magnified print was made to record and guide stim-
ulation and injection penetrations. In two of the three animals,
intracortical microstimulation was performed using tungsten mi-
croelectrodes (0.5 Mfi at 1000 Hz). Penetrations were made un-
der visual guidance via a surgical microscope. Constant-current
stimulation trains lasting 50-500 ms were used; each train con-
sisted of symmetric biphasic square wave pulses of 0.4 ms total
duration delivered at 250 Hz. Currents never exceeded 150 ^A.
In each penetration, the microelectrode was advanced in 500-
jtm steps to explore the prearcuate gyrus. If the initial explor-
atory current evoked an eye movement, the current level at
which an eye movement could be evoked on 50% of stimulus
trains was taken as the threshold current. Eye movements
evoked by intracortical microstimulation were monitored visu-
ally and agreed upon by two observers.

Following exploration with microstimulation, monkeys 91-13
and 91-55 received injections of the fluorescent dyes fast blue
(FB), diamidino yellow (DY), and fluorogold (FG). In monkey
91-25 injections of horseradish peroxidase (HRP) and nuclear
yellow (NY) were placed according to the sulcal pattern be-
cause it was not possible to use microstimulation. Fluorescent
dyes were injected in 3% aqueous solution. WGA-HRP was in-
jected in 2% saline. All injections were made with a 1- or 5-/tl
Hamilton syringe to which a pulled glass micropipette was at-
tached; tracers were delivered at an approximate rate of 0.05-
0.1 /il/20 min/mm. Following recovery from anesthesia,
monkeys were given analgesics (butorphanol, 0.05 mg/kg or
banamine, 1 mg/kg). Animals that received only fluorescent
dyes recovered for a period of 15 days before being deeply anes-
thetized and perfused transcardially with 0.9170 saline, followed
by 8% paraformaldehyde in phosphate buffer (0.1 M; pH 7.4)
and successively with 10%, 20%, and 30% sucrose in the same
buffer. The animal that received WGA-HRP and NY survived

3 days before perfusion. The perfusion procedure was similar
to that for fluorescent dye injections except that the brain was
fixed with a 4% paraformaldehyde solution. After perfusion,
the brains were immediately removed, photographed, and sep-
arated into two blocks by a frontal section made rostral to the
central sulcus. Only the hemisphere ipsilateral to the injections
was studied. The rostral blocks were sectioned coronally in two
cases (91-13 and 91-25) and parasagittally in the other (91-55).
Sections were 50 pm thick and every third section containing
fluorescent tracer was immediately mounted onto gelatinized
slides, coverslipped, and stored at 4°C. Alternate sections were
stained for Nissl (cresyl violet or thionin). In 91-25, a series of
sections was processed for HRP histochemistry with the low ar-
tifact tetramethyl-benzidine (TMB) method (Gibson et al.,
1984). Sections containing fluorescent labeling were observed
under ultraviolet illumination (355-425 nm) using a Leitz fluo-
rescent microscope and oil-immersion objectives. FB-labeled
neurons exhibited a blue cytoplasm. FG-labeled neurons exhib-
ited the characteristic filling of the soma and proximal dendrites.
DY- and NY-labeled neurons exhibited a yellow nucleus. WGA-
HRP labeling was observed under bright- and dark-field illu-
mination. Cells were plotted using a computerized microscopy
system. Contours of the sections and the distribution of labeled
neurons were digitized via x-y position encoders coupled to the
microscope stage. Nissl-stained sections were then projected
onto the drawings to trace contours of cortical layers, limits of
sulci, and the positions of cytoarchitectonic borders. Two-
dimensional reconstructions of injection sites and retrogradely
labeled cortex were produced using either wire models or com-
puter graphic representations according to previously established
principles (Van Essen & Maunsell, 1980).

Results

Injections of tracers were placed in different portions of the pre-
arcuate gyrus in three monkeys (Fig. 1). The locations of the
injections were analyzed in flattened reconstructions of the ar-
cuate cortex in relation to cytoarchitectural boundaries. We re-
lied on previous descriptions of the cytoarchitecture of the FEF
as the region of cortex along the anterior wall of the arcuate
gyrus with a distinct granule cell layer and large layer V pyra-
midal cells (Stanton et al., 1989; Preuss & Goldman-Rakic,
1991). The most lateral part of this field was further distin-
guished by an increase in the density of large pyramidal cells
in layer III. These two portions of FEF correspond to fields 8A
and 45 of Walker (1940). Area 6 forms the caudal boundary
of areas 8A and 45 near the fundus of the arcuate sulcus. Area
45 was bounded rostrally by transitional cortex that was iden-
tified in our material as area 8A (Preuss & Goldman-Rakic,
1991). Area 46 extended from the rostral border of area 8A.

All injections labeled neurons in the SEF; moreover, the ex-
tent and spatial distribution of label varied in SEF according
to the location of the injection in FEF. The most compelling
results were obtained in case 91-13 in which extensive informa-
tion about the organization of the FEF was obtained directly
by microstimulation, and three different tracers were placed at
three identified locations in the field. The FB injection in case
91-13 was the most lateral of the three injections placed in the
animal (Figs. 1A and IB). It was centered on the lip of the pre-
arcuate gyrus, straddling the transition between area 45 and ros-
tral area 8A; the injection extended only one-third of the way
to the fundus. The core of the FB injection site included both
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Fig. 1. Injection locations in the three cases. A: Draw-
ing from the photograph taken during the experiment
illustrating the results of microstimulation. Symbols in-
dicate the locations of microelectrode penetrations. Ear
movements (•) and combined eye and ear movements
(©) were evoked medially; eye movements (o) alone were
evoked in a middle zone, and no detectable movements
(—) were evoked rostromedially and laterally. Arrows
indicate the penetration locations for the labeled tracer
injections. Arc: arcuate sulcus, and Pri: principal sulcus.
B, C, D: Injection locations in two-dimensional recon-
structions of the arcuate cortex. Solid lines indicate the
lips of sulci; dotted lines show the location of fundi.
Dashed lines indicate the cytoarchitectural boundaries of
the labeled areas. Injection uptake zones are illustrated
as hatched or shaded regions. Right hatch signifies the FB
injections in 91-13 and 91-55 and the HRP injection in
91-25. Left hatch signifies the DY injection in 91-13 and
91-55 and the NY injection in 91-25. Shading signifies the
FG injection in 91-13. For every panel, scale bar = 5 mm.

the most lateral sites where no clear eye movements were evoked
and sites where only small eye movements were evoked. The
injection was placed in this location because we reasoned that
the lateral-most location of clearly evoked eye movements in
the ketamine-anesthetized monkey underestimated the true lat-
eral extent of the functional FEF. This is because ketamine has
been shown to inactivate the neural integrator of the brain-stem
saccade generator (Bruce & Russo, 1987; Godaux et al., 1990)
which would make detection of small saccades difficult, espe-
cially without appropriate measurement devices. The fact that
the FB injection was located at the caudomedial end of area 45
is consistent with this interpretation. The injection of DY was
in a more caudal medial portion of the FEF, where stimula-
tion sites along electrode penetrations evoked clear eye move-
ments of moderate amplitudes. The DY injection site was also
located on the lip of the sulcus, adjacent to the medial border
of area 45. The FB and DY injections also involved the super-
ficial layers of part of the postarcuate gyrus; we do not think
that this was reflected in the distribution patterns of labeled cells
in the SEF. The medial FG injection site included the portion
of the FEF where both eye and pinna movements were evoked
by microstimulation. The most rostral portion of the injection
core was in cortex where only ear movements were detected.
This injection site was localized centrally in area 8A.

All three injections in 91-13 labeled dense concentrations
of neurons in a delimited zone on the dorsomedial convexity
(Fig. 2). Labeled neurons were observed in layers II through
VI. A second focus of labeled neurons located only in the up-
per layers on the medial wall, caudal to the major afferent zone
was contained within the supplementary motor area, probably
as a result of the injections extending into the postarcuate pre-
motor cortex. The dashed outlined area in Fig. 2 indicates the
cytoarchitectural limits of SEF, corresponding to field F7 of
Matelli et al. (1991), and the rostral part of 6DR (Barbas & Pan-
dya, 1987; Preuss & Goldman-Rakic, 1991). In our Nissl sec-
tions, we distinguished SEF from more caudal cortex by the
presence of an incipient granular layer and more distinct sub-
lamination in layers V and VI. Rostral to SEF cortex identified
as area 9 exhibited a thicker layer IV and few large layer III
pyramidal cells. The medial boundary of SEF appears to be
along the dorsal convexity, it being both structurally and func-
tionally distinct from an area on the medial wall (Barbas & Pan-
dya, 1987; Matelli etal., 1991; Preuss & Goldman-Rakic, 1991;
Luppino et al., 1991). Consistent with these cytoarchitectural
observations, the neurons retrogradely labeled by FEF injec-
tions were aligned in a remarkably sharp manner along this me-
dial boundary. In contrast, the lateral boundary of SEF was
not distinct in our material, but lateral to the dashed line in
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Fig. 2. The distributions of retrogradely
labeled neurons in the SEF after injec-
tions of different tracers into medial,
middle, and lateral locations of the FEF
in monkey 91-13. The upper left diagram
shows a dorsolateral view of a portion of
the right frontal lobe with the arcuate
and principal sulci as landmarks. The rel-
ative locations of the different tracer in-
jections as well as the location of SEF are
indicated. Portions of three coronal sec-
tions with neurons labeled by the in-
jections are shown below; dashed lines
indicate the medial and lateral boundaries
of SEF. Distributions of labeled neurons
in SEF are portrayed in flattened recon-
structions of dorsomedial cortex from
coronal sections. The midline convexity
is indicated by the thicker line at the top
of each panel. In the left panel, relative
proportions of labeled neurons are indi-
cated by rows of symbols corresponding
to specific coronal sections. The right
panel summarizes the spatial distributions
of the dense label for each injection.

Fig. 2 the cortex was more distinctly laminated and had smaller
pyramidal cells. Our lateral border of SEF was placed to include
a scattering of labeled cells and estimates of the physiological
extent of the field, but part of this cortex could be outside of
SEF. The physiologically defined SEF corresponds in loca-
tion to the cortical region identified according to the cytoar-
chitecture (Schlag & Schlag-Ray, 1987; Schall, 19916; Luppino
et al., 1991).

The spatial range of the DY-labeled neurons was essentially
coextensive with the cytoarchitecturally defined SEF. Thus, a
restricted portion of the FEF received input from most if not
all of SEF. The zones labeled by the other two injections were
more confined. The injection placed in medial cortex that rep-
resented both eye and ear movements labeled neurons only in
rostral SEF. The restricted zone of label may have been a re-
sult of FG being a less-effective tracer; however, this is proba-
bly not the case because we have observed FG labeled neurons

in other topographically appropriate cortical areas, e.g. caudal
auditory cortex in area Tpt (Galaburda & Pandya, 1983) near
the dorsolateral limit of the medial superior temporal visual area
MST (Schall et al., 1992). The lateral FB injection also resulted
in more limited label in SEF; this finding cannot be attributed
to tracer effectiveness because there was abundant FB label in
other appropriate regions such as TEO (Schall et al., 1992). The
major focus of the labeled region was in mid-rostral SMA, but
a second focus was in the caudal third of the area. The results
indicate that central FEF is widely connected with the SEF, that
other portions may have a more restricted input, and that while
a simple topographic pattern of connections is unlikely, there
may be some order to the innervation.

Additional results were obtained from monkey 91-55 in
which two injections were placed in FEF (Fig. 1C). The me-
dial injection of DY was located near the center of area 8A; it
extended from the fundus onto the rostral lip of the arcuate sul-
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cus. The lateral injection of FB was smaller; it was located on
the lip of the gyrus, straddling the transition between area 45
and rostral 8A. Neurons throughout the cytoarchitecturally
identified SEF were labeled by the DY injection (Fig. 3), again
demonstrating that central-medial FEF receives input from most
of SEF. As in the previous case, the lateral border of SEF could
not be positively identified, and labeled neurons diffused lat-
erally. The lateral FB injection in FEF, in cortex presumed to
be devoted to small eye movements, labeled more foci in ros-
tromedial SEF. The smaller labeled zone was due in part to the
smaller uptake zone of the FB injection in comparison to that
of the other cases; nevertheless, a lateral injection in the FEF
again produced a more restricted zone of label that was con-
tained within the large zone produced by a more medial injec-
tion into FEF.

Two tracer injections were placed in the FEF of case 91-25
(Fig. ID). HRP was injected laterally in the prearcuate gyrus;
the uptake zone was fairly large but was contained primarily
within area 45, extending into area 8A on the rostral lip of
the gyrus. NY was injected medially; the uptake zone was also
large but within area 8A. Unlike in the previous cases, both up-
take zones extended nearly to the fundus. The NY injection re-
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suited in retrogradely labeled neurons distributed over a 7-8 mm
long, 3-4 mm wide region in the dorsomedial agranular cortex
(Fig. 4). Once again, the entire cytoarchitecturally defined SEF
was filled with cells labeled by an injection into central area 8A.
The labeled neurons were observed in all layers in SEF, but lat-
eral to SEF scattered NY labeled cells were located only in the
deeper layers. The HRP injection retrogradely labeled cells
forming a band along a caudal-medial to rostral-lateral axis in
SEF but not extending to the rostral, medial, or lateral limits
of SEF. The results from this case confirm that the part of FEF
representing longer saccades receives afferents from virtually
all of the cytoarchitecturally defined SEF; whereas the part of
FEF representing shorter saccades receives afferents from a re-
stricted portion of SEF that also projected to the large eye move-
ment representation in FEF.

Discussion

This investigation provides the first direct evidence using mul-
tiple tracer injections for differential density and convergence
of SEF afferents to FEF according to the amplitude of the sac-
cades represented in FEF. Previous studies have identified con-
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Fig. 3. Distributions of retrogradely labeled
neurons in SEF after tracer injections into
middle and lateral FEF in case 91-55. Conven-
tions are as in Fig. 2 except that the sections
were cut parasagittally. The shaded area in the
flattened reconstructions represents the un-
folded upper limb of the arcuate sulcus. In this
case, the lateral boundary of SEF was not
defined.
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Fig. 4. Distributions of neurons labeled by
tracer injections into medial and lateral FEF
in monkey 91-25. Conventions are as in
Fig. 2. In this animal, SEF extended some-
what onto the medial wall; this is represented
by the label drawn above the midline in the
flattened reconstructions. The lighter hatch
indicates regions in which cells were found
only infragranularly.

nections between SEF and FEF (e.g. Huerta et al., 1987; Arikuni
et al., 1988; Huerta & Kaas, 1990; Luppino et al., 1990). Fur-
thermore, the pattern of label observed in FEF following in-
jections into SEF is consistent with the present findings (Huerta
& Kaas, 1990; Luppino et al., 1990). In particular, following
a single injection in SEF, label is observed throughout the pre-
arcuate gyrus, both in the medial, large saccade representation
and in the lateral, short saccade representation. Likewise, com-
paring across published cases of label in dorsomedial cortex fol-
lowing injections into different parts of the prearcuate gyrus,
the topographical relationship observed in this study can be dis-
cerned. For example, in the study by Barbas and Mesulam (1981)
the most ventrolateral injection in prearcuate gyrus resulted in
limited label in SEF, but the more dorsomedial injection resulted
in more widely distributed label. Also, in the report of Huerta
et al. (1987), an injection in dorsomedial FEF resulted in dense
laterally spread label in SEF (their Fig. 4), whereas an injec-
tion situated more ventrolaterally resulted in more medially re-
stricted label (their Fig. 5). Similar results have been reported
by Arikuni et al. (1988). Finally, Stanton (1986) presented pre-
liminary findings obtained with injections of anterograde trac-
ers into different parts of FEF showing that lateral FEF
projected to medial SEF, and medial FEF to lateral SEF.

Other findings of this study are consistent with published
reports. We found that dorsomedial FEF, representing the long-
est saccades and pinna movements (Burman et al., 1988), re-
ceived input from rostral SEF. This finding is consistent with
the map of SEF published by Schlag and Schlag-Rey (1987)

which shows that sites from which pinna movements could be
evoked by microstimulation were rostral to the eye movement
representation. The finding that parts of FEF that represent lon-
ger saccades receive input from most if not all of SEF indicates
that SEF has an overrepresentation of longer saccades. This is
consistent with other data in the literature; for example, Shook
et al. (1990) observed that the SEF projection to the superior
colliculus was more widespread and tended to be caudal to that
from FEF. Thus, SEF tends to project to the parts of superior
colliculus that represent larger amplitude saccades.

The data from the three cases reveal a significant degree of
variability in the extent and spatial distribution of label in SEF
following injections into different parts of the prearcuate gy-
rus. This variability can be accounted for by a combination of
injection size, depth in the sulcus, and placement relative to
areal borders. We were most interested in these factors as they
related to the map of saccade amplitude in FEF. Comparing
within and across cases, it is clear that lateral injections involv-
ing area 45 labeled fewer neurons in SEF than did medial in-
jections involving area 8A. Thus, in general lateral FEF, which
represents shorter saccades, received afferents from more lim-
ited parts of SEF than did medial FEF, which received affer-
ents from most if not all of SEF. In addition, the data also
indicated that the SEF input to lateral FEF arose from a medi-
ally restricted zone that was included within the larger zone pro-
jecting to medial FEF. The precise location of the portion of
SEF projecting to area 45 varied somewhat in the three animals.
This variation, however, may have been due to the depth of the
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injections in the prearcuate gyrus. For example, in case 91-55
the lateral, FB injection, which was the smallest of the three
cases, was located on the lip of the sulcus; the labeled neurons
in SEF were concentrated rostrally. Similarly, in case 91-13 the
lateralmost FB injection was also centered on the lip of the
gyrus but extended further toward the fundus; the labeled neu-
rons were concentrated in a more central location within SEF.
Finally, in case 91-25 the lateral, HRP injection extended from
the fundus to the lip of the sulcus; the labeled neurons in SEF
were found in a band extending from the caudal boundary of
SEF to a point approximately two-thirds toward the rostral
border.

The organization of the connections between SEF and FEF
must relate to the manner in which saccades are represented in
the two structures. It is well established that saccades are en-
coded retinotopically in FEF and that saccade amplitude is
mapped systematically from ventrolateral sites representing
shorter saccades to dorsomedial sites representing progressively
longer saccades (Robinson & Fuchs, 1969; Bruce et al., 1985).
Saccade amplitude also varies with depth in the arcuate sulcus;
larger saccades are represented near the lip and shorter saccades,
near the fundus (Bruce et al., 1985). Based on this map of sac-
cade amplitude in FEF, the pattern of label observed in SEF
following injections into the different parts of the prearcuate
gyrus indicates that represented saccade amplitude may increase
from caudal to rostral in SEF.

A somatotopic map in the supplementary motor area with
eye movements represented rostrally, surrounded by face, oral,
pinna, and forelimb movements has been reported earlier (e.g.
Gould et al., 1986; Schlag & Schlag-Rey, 1987; Mitz & Wise,
1987; Schall, 19916; Luppino et al., 1991). More recent work
has provided preliminary evidence for a topographically orga-
nized map of saccades within SEF (Tehovnik & Lee, 1990; Lee
& Tehovnik, 1991). The nature of this topography, however,
is different from that observed in FEF because of the different
manner in which saccades are represented in SEF. Two lines of
evidence indicate that saccades are not represented retinotopi-

cally in SEF. First, microstimulation of many sites in SEF elic-
its saccades that vary in direction and amplitude according to
initial orbital position such that gaze is brought to a specific
but more or less broadly defined location (Schlag & Schlag-Rey,
1987; Mann et al., 1988; Mitz & Godschalk, 1989; Schall,
1991c). Second, single units have been recorded in SEF that dis-
charge before saccades that bring the eyes to a particular or-
bital position, largely independent of the trajectory required to
reach that position (Schlag & Schlag-Rey, 1985, 1986; Schall,
19916). New findings indicate that the eccentricity of this goal
zone varies with rostrocaudal location in SEF (Tehovnik & Lee,
1990; Lee & Tehovnik, 1991). In general, microstimulation of
rostral sites in SEF tends to elicit saccades that converge ec-
centrically, directing gaze into the contralateral hemifield (see
Figs. 17E and 17F of Schall, 1991c). In contrast, microstimu-
lation of caudal sites in SEF evokes saccades that converge on
a zone that is less eccentric, and if gaze is beyond that zone
in the contralateral hemifield, then no saccade is evoked (see
Figs. 17G and 17H of Schall, 1991c). According to these data,
the range of amplitudes of saccades represented at a particular
site in SEF depends on the eccentricity and size of the orbital
goal zone. Thus, sites that are toward rostral SEF appear to be
involved in the generation of a long saccade if gaze is directed
ipsilaterally as well as successively shorter saccades as gaze is
shifted toward the contralateral goal zone. In contrast, sites
more caudal in SEF are involved in generating a more limited
range of saccades because of a less eccentric represented goal
zone.

We argue that the pattern of connections observed in this
study is consistent with such topographic craniotopic saccade
coding in SEF. The basis of this assertion is illustrated in Fig. 5.
Saccades represented by three sites within FEF and SEF and
the necessary interconnections are diagrammed. In FEF saccade
vector does not vary with gaze angle, but in SEF saccade vec-
tor changes with initial orbital position as illustrated. Further-
more, the three sites in SEF exhibit different patterns of orbital
dependence. At one extreme, saccades bring gaze to an eccen-
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trie angle; if gaze is already within a certain angle of that goal
region, then stimulation of SEF evokes no saccade. At the other
extreme, SEF is involved in generating saccades only when gaze
is in the ipsilateral visual field; thus, the resulting saccades are
of more limited and less-variable amplitudes. Accordingly, the
lines in Fig. 5 link sites in SEF with sites in FEF that are re-
sponsible for generating saccades of the range of amplitudes
represented by a given SEF site; saccade direction is not explic-
itly represented. Thus, the top site in SEF is connected to the
long and the intermediate saccade sites in FEF but not the short.
The FEF site representing intermediate amplitude saccades is
connected to all SEF sites, and the FEF site representing the
shortest saccades is connected only with the bottom two SEF
sites. This pattern of connectivity accounts schematically for
the pattern of connectivity between SEF and FEF observed in
this study as well as the body of data regarding saccade vector
representation in SEF and FEF.

Evidence from well-known behavioral and neurophysiolog-
ical experiments has demonstrated clearly that the position of
the eye in the orbit must be accounted for by the saccade gen-
eration mechanism (e.g. Hallett & Lightstone, 1976; Sparks &
Mays, 1983). A number of investigators have developed ideas
about how the different stations of the oculomotor system can
represent current eye position (e.g. Goldberg & Bruce, 1990;
Zipser & Andersen, 1988; Andersen et al., 1990). The findings
of orbital dependence of function in SEF may bear on this is-
sue (discussed in Schall, 1991c). At present, however, not
enough is known to make clear what role the observed map-
ping between SEF and FEF plays in saccade generation. It is
clear that the pathway from SEF to FEF is not absolutely re-
quired for saccade generation. Ablation of FEF, while causing
some temporary gaze deficits, does not prevent production of
saccadic eye movements (e.g. Schiller et al., 1980, 1987). More-
over, following FEF ablation microstimulation of SEF is still
effective in evoking saccades (Schall et al., 1987; Tehovnik et al.,
1991). This result is possible because SEF projects directly to
the superior colliculus and brain-stem saccade generator (Shook
et al., 1990; Huerta & Kaas, 1990). Thus, FEF and SEF may
be envisaged as operating in parallel; each making some unique
if as yet poorly understood contribution.

One indication of the respective roles of FEF and SEF in sac-
cade generation is provided by the results of other ablation stud-
ies. Damage to FEF does cause permanent deficits in the
generation of antisaccades in humans (Guitton et al., 1985) and
of predictive saccades (Bruce & Borden, 1986) and memory-
guided saccades (Deng et al., 1986) in monkeys. Each of these
deficits is expressed in individual saccades. In contrast, in hu-
mans damage to SEF causes deficits specifically in the genera-
tion of sequences of memory-guided saccades (Gaymard et al.,
1990).

These clinical findings suggest another view for the role
of the apparent orbital dependence observed in SEF. Normal
visual inspection of an image is accomplished with fairly regu-
lar if idiosyncratic scan paths (e.g. Yarbus, 1967). Suppose that
SEF functions to regulate or organize scanning patterns as op-
posed to single saccades. This would be consistent with the gen-
eral ideas about the motor programming function of the
supplementary motor area (Goldberg, 1985) and with the re-
cent finding that certain cells in the supplementary motor area
are active specifically in relation to movement sequences
(Mushiake et al., 1991). For SEF to function in this capacity,
each site must be involved in the generation of saccades of a

range of amplitudes. For this to be the case it seems reasonable
that a particular site in SEF must be connected with multiple
sites in the FEF saccade map. The findings of orbital depen-
dence of saccade generation by SEF may accordingly be a by-
product of this pattern of connectivity and not necessarily
involved in representing eye position per se. This interpretation,
however, then leaves open the question of what attribute of sac-
cades is represented in SEF.
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